Policy Advisor

Contract Type

Supplier

Time Commitment

35-40 per week

Annual Rate £50-55k

Determined by FDATA Global

Location

WFH (based in UK or EU)

Reports to

Europe Regional Director

Start Date

January, 2023 (or sooner)

Enquiries Directed to

richard.prior@fdata.global

FDATA is a not-for-profit trade association that advocates for ‘Open Finance’ in various markets across the
globe and is funded by its members according to their scale of operations in each market. FDATA seeks a
Policy Advisor to join the team in Europe.

Role Responsibilities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Building and maintaining relationships with financial regulators, policy makers, other trade
associations, consumer representatives, and technical standards bodies across the UK and EU regions
Representing FDATA’s regional members before policy makers in the UK and EU, and serving as a
conduit between the fintech sector, elected officials, and regulators.
Working directly and collaboratively with the FDATA’s regional members to design and execute holistic
policy engagement strategies.
Communicating to FDATA’s regional members policy developments of note and, critically, connecting
how developments may impact their business and/or their customers.
Proactively identifying opportunities for FDATA regional members to advance their policy objectives
before policy makers
Conducting substantive, thorough policy analysis and research, drafting comments on FDATA’s behalf
in response to requests from regulatory agencies, and expertly synthesising complex information in
verbal and written communications.
Periodically representing FDATA at public events, including conferences, hearings, or convenings.
Identifying and supporting business development opportunities, including member growth.

The ideal candidate will possess at least four years of experience and the following skills and background:
● Hands-on fintech policy experience in the public or private sector.
● Knowledge of the European regulatory landscape and policy creation processes.
● Impeccable and demonstrable communications skills, with an emphasis on translating wonky, esoteric
policy issues into understandable prose for a broad audience.
● Entrepreneurial drive with a proven track record of thriving in a fast-paced environment.
● An ability to multitask across a number of different subject matters.
● Comfort working in a fast-moving professional environment in which no two days are exactly alike.
● A bachelor’s degree is required.
Some travel may be required.
Expressions of interest and resumes/CVs direct to FDATA Global CEO, Richard Prior:
richard.prior@fdata.global

FDATA prides itself as an equal opportunity employer that strongly believes in the value of diversity. The
position is an independent contractor.

